Given the fusion problem of uncertain information on the time domain, this paper proposes a time-domain evidence fusion method involving the time sequence of the decision-maker based on evidence theory to give full expression to the influence of dynamic features and the time factor of time-domain information fusion on the integration. Time sequence preference of the decision maker is integrated into the time domain evidence fusion. The time sequence preference of the decision-maker is measured by analyzing the features of time domain evidence sequence based on the definition of time sequence memory factor. An optimization model is constructed to solve the time sequence weight. In addition, the concept of the evidence belief degree is combined to amend the evidence source. Finally, the amended evidence is integrated using the Dempster combination rule. Compared with the fusion method without the time factor, numerical results indicate that the evidence fusion method considering the time preference of decision maker can effectively handle the conflict information in the time-domain information sequence, and reasonable fusion results can be obtained. The results of comparative analysis indicate that the proposed method, in which the belief degree of time domain evidence sequence and the subjective preference of decision maker are fully considered, can demonstrate the influence of subjective factors of the decision maker on the time domain evidence fusion and better manifest the dynamic feature of time domain evidence fusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the universal description of target information being formed by the multi-source information fusion system integrating the data and knowledge from multiple information sources, multi-source information fusion techniques have been widely used in many fields. However, in actual applications, the original information acquired by the information source may be incomplete and the multiple source information may be contradictory, both of which result in great uncertainty of the fusion result. Thus, a theory and method that can handle uncertain information are essential to effectively integrate the incomplete information, which is The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chao Tan . of great significance to the improvement of the integration effect [1] . Among the various theories and methods for handling uncertain information [2] - [12] , evidence theory has the advantages of both subjectivity and objectivity. It can reasonably quantify the uncertainty contained in the information from different angles based on the basic probability assignment function and related functions [13] , [14] . The uncertain information can also be effectively integrated at the decision level by Dempster's rules and the related improvement methods of evidence theory. Moreover, evidence theory is almost free from depending on prior information while integrating uncertain information. Evidence theory can be used in a wide range of applications in decision-level fusion identification [15] - [21] because of the above-stated advantages. Evidence theory can be used in combination with a specific application background, in such issues like uncertainty measurement, conflict evidence combination, and evidence reliability evaluation [15] - [17] . Furthermore, the relations between evidence theory and other uncertain theories have also received widespread attention [18] - [21] .
Currently, most of the uncertain information fusion methods based on evidence theory have been focused on multi-source uncertain information and they integrate uncertain information provided by multiple information sources at a specific moment based evidence theory, which can be called spatial domain evidence fusion. All the evidence sources in the spatial evidence fusion are obtained for one time and at a given moment. The fusion sequence is not important. At present, the improvement of the evidence combination method is mainly for the sake of spatial evidence fusion. However, completing the obtainment and integration of all the information for one time cannot satisfy the practical requirement in some special cases. Thus, it is essential to integrate uncertain information in multiple time periods in the sequence. Corresponding to spatial evidence fusion, the evidence fusion acquired from a single information source in multiple periodic cycles is called time domain evidence fusion. In time domain evidence fusion, each piece of evidence participates in the fusion in sequence, and the time factor exerts great effect on the results of time domain evidence fusion. Evidence combination in time domain also can be regarded as online combination.
Based on the research of the spatial evidence fusion method, time domain evidence fusion has also gradually captured the attention of researchers [14] - [18] . In the 1990s, Hong and Lynch [23] researched the comprehensive fusion of spatial evidence and time-domain evidence. They proposed three models of space-time information fusion, including recursion centralization fusion model, recursion distribution non-feedback fusion model, and the recursion distribution feedback fusion model. However, features of the three fusion models were compared and analyzed, and the specific fusion methods in terms of time domain evidence features were not submitted. Based on the improvement of these three fusion models, Hong et al. [24] came up with a new hybrid model for space-time information fusion, but the classic Dempster's rule was used for integrating the time domain information.
Based on the recursion centralization fusion model, antimissile combat was taken as the background and a missile defense system configuration was used as reference, Liu et al. [25] established a comprehensive target identification model based on the sequential fusion of spacetime information, which incorporates the influence of expert knowledge, environmental information, and measurement information on object identification into the comprehensive identification process. This model first spatially integrates the identification results of all the sensors at the present moment, and then the spatial fusion results at the present moment are integrated with the cumulative fusion results at the previous moment. Dempster's rule is directly used for fusion during the time domain fusion. The robustness of the model is not good due to unreasonable results acquired by Dempster's rule while integrating the greater conflict evidence. Wu et al. [26] proposed a three-level information fusion framework based on multi-platform multi-radar identification system, which was also based on Dempster's rule and evidence discount operation during time domain fusion, however, the discount factor was determined based on the interrelations between the time domain evidence. Fan et al. [27] evaluated the reliability of time-domain evidence based on interrelations between time-domain evidence while researching time-domain evidence inference. Although the dynamic features of time-domain evidence were considered, the influence of the time factor on the fusion result was not demonstrated.
The above-mentioned analyses indicate that most of the research on the fusion of time domain evidence combination methods are based on spatial evidence fusion, which is short of pertinence and cannot fully reflect the dynamic and sequential features of the time domain evidence fusion; furthermore, these studies have hardly involved the influence of the time factor on the time domain evidence fusion. Further research on the time domain evidence fusion is still needed, and an effective time domain evidence fusion frame is necessary to be constructed based on the features of the time domain information.
The distinctive feature of time domain evidence fusion is that the order of uncertain information sequences exerts an obvious influence on the fusion results, that is, the influence of the time factor needs to be considered in the process of integration. In terms of features of time-domain evidence sequences, this paper proposes a time-domain evidence fusion method based on the time sequence importance factor. The reliability factors of the historical information and the new information toned to be distinguished to determine the time sequence importance degree. Therefore, the decision maker's preference to time sequence information is essential to be considered for determining the importance degree of time sequence. The main contribution of this work is the participation of time in evidence combination, which can reflect the dynamic characteristic of temporal fusion. Moreover, decision makers' preference on time sequence is also considered. This is helpful to construct human-centered fusion system. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Some knowledge on evidence theory is introduced in Section II. The proposed method for combining evidence sources in the time domain is presented in Section III along with the method of evidence credibility evaluation, the concept of time sequence weight, and the method for determining it. In Section IV, a numerical example is applied to analyze the performance of the newly developed method. The last section concludes the paper.
II. EVIDENCE THEORY
Evidence theory is constructed based on a non-empty, finite disjoint set, in which the elements are made up with a series of VOLUME 7, 2019 mutually exclusive and exhaustive propositional hypotheses relating to a problem domain. This set is called the identification and is represented as .
The correlation operation of evidence theory is generally conducted on the power set of , where 2 is represented as the power set of and includes all the subsets of . When consists of n elements, its power set 2 contains 2 n elements. Each element in 2 n is called a primitive element of . The primitive element only containing one element is called a single subset.
It is supposed that is a discernment frame, A is the subset of , and A = ∅. It is supposed that is a discernment frame, A is the subset of , and A = ∅. If the conditions of m(∅) = 0 and A⊆ m(A) = 1 are satisfied for the function m : 2 → [0, 1], then the function m is regarded as a basic probability assignment (BPA) function on .
For ∀A ⊆ , m(A) is represented as a basic probability mass (BPM) of A. This indicates the direct belief degree of BPA on A does not include the belief degree of subsets of A. If m(A) > 0, then A is called as a focus element of . All the focus elements are jointly called a core of the BPA. The core of the BPA is called an evidence body. Generally, it can be constructed from the data the sensor acquired, and it can also be drawn from the experience of experts.
In evidence theory, a belief function [14] indicates that the evidence is the real belief degree for the proposition A. The fusion result can express the belief degree for any proposition through an interval, and the belief function is the lower limit estimation of this interval. m is the BPA function on the discernment frame of = {θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ n }. The belief function of is defined as the function of Bel : 2 → [0, 1]. Then, for ∀A ⊆ and A = ∅:
The numerical value of Bel(A) indicates that the evidence is the real belief degree for A. The condition Bel(∅) = 0 is met for the null set ∅.
The plausibility function is also called the likelihood function [14] , which is used to describe that the evidence is non-false belief degree for proposition A and reflect the upper limit estimation of belief degree. m is the basic probability assignment function on the discernment frame. The plausibility function on is defined as the function Pl : 2 → [0, 1]. For ∀A ⊆ :
The value from Pl(A) is called the plausibility degree of A, which indicates that A is a non-false belief degree.
From the definition of the belief function and the plausibility function, it is known that Bel(A) and Pl(A) respectively represent the minimum and maximum evident support degree for A. Generally, [Bel(A), Pl(A)] is represented as the belief degree interval of A, and Pl(A) − Bel(A) reflects the uncertainty degree of A.
To make decisions through the evidence fusion results, Pignistic probability conversion is used to convert the BPA into a probability [28] . For BPA m and ∀A ⊆ on discernment frame = {θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ n }, its Pignistic probability conversion is defined as follows:
In (5), BetP m (·) is called the Pignistic probability, and it has the same form as the common probability function.
Particularly, for ∀θ ∈ , the Pignistic probability of {θ } is as follows:
The belief function or likelihood function can be solely selected to describe the evidence belief degree for a certain proposition, or the interval between the two functions can also be used.
In evidence theory, the basic probability assignment function is the basis for defining the belief function and the likelihood function. It is the most basic function. In actual applications, multiple information sources often acquire multiple different basic probability assignment functions on the same discernment frame.
To achieve information fusion and update, Dempster put forward a combination rule, and the definition is given below.
Definition 1: In the discernment frame , m 1 and m 2 are two independent BPAs on . m 1⊕2 is used to indicate the result obtained from integrating m 1 and m 2 using Dempster's rule, and then:
where k 12 is called the conflict coefficient between m 1 and m 2 , and the value is equal to the basic probability mass that is allocated to the empty set and not normalized while integrating m 1 and m 2 using Dempster's rule. k 12 can be obtained by using the following Equation:
The greater the value of k 12 is, the greater the conflict degree between m 1 and m 2 will be. When k 12 → 1, it indicates that there is a high conflict between m 1 and m 2 , and Dempster's rule will generate unreasonable results inconsistent with the facts. When k 12 = 1, it indicates that m 1 and m 2 are completely conflicted, and Dempster's rule cannot be used for evidence combination.
Dempster combination rule can be generalized to the case of multiple sets of evidence combinations. For an independent evidence m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m p of p(p ≥ 2) set on the discernment frame = {θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ n }, the evidence after being combined using Dempster's rule is obtained as m 1⊕2⊕···⊕p . For ∀A ⊆ , the m 1⊕2⊕···⊕p meet the following condition:
In this condition, A i indicates that the focus element of m i , k 1p is the conflict degree among p pieces of evidence, and is also called the global conflict coefficient, which is represented as follows:
under the condition of ∩A i = ∅ is generally called the partial conflict coefficient. The global conflict coefficient is the sum of all the partial conflict coefficients.
Currently, Dempster's rule is still the most widely applied evidence fusion rule. In line with the commutative and associative laws, it is very convenient to integrate multiple pieces of evidence without considering the fusion order.
III. THE METHOD FOR EVIDENCE COMBINATION IN THE TIME DOMAIN A. EVIDENCE CREDIBILITY
Evidence credibility is used to express the credibility degree of an evidence source. Without a priori information, the evidence credibility is mostly evaluated under the principle of ''minority is subordinate to the majority''. If a piece of evidence is supported by most pieces of evidence in the original evidence provided by the evidence source, then the evidence can be assigned to a credibility degree. If there are only two pieces of evidence with a high conflict between them, at least one of them is considered to be incredible. Therefore, the evidence credibility evaluation is basically conducted in terms of evidence conflict measurement, evidence distance measurement, and evidence similarity measurement. A unified expression for these evaluation methods can be depicted as is described below.
N pieces of BPA defined on the discernment frame of = {θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ n } are supposed to be m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m N , respectively. Sim(m i , m j ) is the similarity measurement between m i and m j . Then, the similarity matrix can be constructed as follows:
The total support degree for mi is:
The dynamic reliability of mi can be expressed as:
The evidence correlation coefficient in literature [29] is used as the evidence similarity measurement to calculate the evidence belief degree. The pieces of evidence of m 1 and m 2 can be expressed as M 1 and M 2 in the form of vectors, and the correlation coefficient between them is defined as follows:
where
The definition of matrix D is expressed in literature [30] . m 1 , m 2 represents the inner product of a vector and |·| represents the module of a vector.
B. TIME SEQUENCE WEIGHT
In the case of integrating the time domain evidence, the influence of the time sequence of the time domain evidence information flow on the integration results should be considered in addition to evaluating the credibility of the evidence. Therefore, the time sequence weight is needed to revise the evidence source. The pieces of evidence obtained by the integration system on S pieces of time nodes t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t S are supposed to be m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m S , respectively. The importance degree of evidence on each time node η i (i = 1, 2, · · · , S) constitutes the time sequence weight vector quantity η = (η 1 , η 2 , · · · , η S ) T with the condition of 0 ≤ η i ≤ 1(i = 1, 2, · · · , S),
The time sequence weight reflects the influence degree of the information acquisition sequential order on the integration result. The time sequence weight of the time domain evidence is only related to its position in the time sequences, and it is unrelated to the specific information of the time domain evidence. The different value of time sequence weight reflects the decision maker's preference to the time sequence information, that is, they pay more attention to the historical information or the newly acquired information. This weight is a comprehensive reflection of the reliability and environmental complexity of the sensor. If the sensor performance decreases with the time, then the historical information should be of much importance; if sensor performance increases with the time, then the latest information should be of much importance. Based on this, memory factors can be defined to describe the time sequence preferences of the decision makers, which reflect the importance degree of the time domain information during the time domain fusion.
Definition 2: η = (η 1 , η 2 , · · · , η N ) T is supposed to be the time sequence weight vector with the condition of 0 ≤ η i ≤ 1(i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) and N i=1 η i = 1, of which η i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) represents the weight of the i time node. Then, the memory factor of the time sequence weight can be defined VOLUME 7, 2019 as follows:
The memory factor meets the condition of 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. Generally, the closer the memory factor is to 0, the more preference will be given to the current information of the decision maker. The closer the memory factor is to 1, the more preference will be given to the historical information of the decision maker. Especially, if and only if η = (1, 0, · · · , 0) T , then the memory factor θ = 1 indicates that the decision makers only keep a watchful eye on the latest information that is currently acquired, and the historical information is completely ignored (forgotten) without participating in the time domain fusion. If and only if η = (1, 0, · · · , 0) T , then the memory factor θ = 1 indicates that the decision makers only pay attention to the historical information that was initially acquired, and the historical information is completely utilized (memorized) for participating in the time domain evidence fusion.
The evidence sequence itself has some uncertainty for the time domain evidence fusion. The utilization ratio of each evidence source should be raised as much as possible to decrease the uncertainty. Therefore, the extreme situation of solely depending on historical information or current information should be avoided. It is essential to comprehensively utilize the information acquired from each time node. Through the entropy of the time sequence weight, the utilization ratio of time sequence information can be described. Based on the concept of information entropy, the following functions can be constructed to quantitatively describe the distribution status of the time sequence weight vector η = (η 1 , η 2 , · · · , η N ) T :
For the time sequence weight η = (η 1 , η 2 , · · · , η N ) T , a greater value of f (η) indicates that there is less difference between the weight of each time node, and the utilization ratio of the time domain information sequence will be higher. Especially, lnN is taken as the maximum value of f (η) when η = (1/N , 1/N , · · · , 1/N ) T , and the information participation integration degree of each time node is equal at this moment. When η k = 1(k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }) in η and η i = 0(i = k), the minimum value 0 is taken for f (η), and at this moment, only the information at the tk moment is utilized and all the other information is neglected.
According to the above analyses, when determining the time sequence weight, not only should the influence of the decision maker's time sequence preference be considered, but also all the uncertain information. Therefore, the following nonlinear programming model can be constructed to determine the time sequence weight η = (η 1 , η 2 , · · · , η N ) T :
C. TEMPORAL EVIDENCE COMBINATION
This paper develops a method for combing evidence sources in the time domain based on the concept of evidence credibility and time sequence weight, in which the relations between the uncertain information in the evidence source can be demonstrated through the evidence credibility. Meanwhile, the time sequence weight reflects the decision makers' preference to the time sequence information. Thus, multisource uncertain information sequence can be fully utilized, and the decision makers' preference influence on the time domain fusion can be manifested. Moreover, through the time domain weight, the time factor can be integrated into the time domain evidence fusion, and the dynamic features of the time domain fusion can be further demonstrated. The discernment frame is supposed to be = {θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ n }. The evidence source acquired by the information fusion system based on evidence theory in the N consecutive time periods is m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m N , respectively. Based on the concept of time sequence preference of time domain evidence and the weight average evidence combination [21] , the evidence sequence in the time domain can be integrated using the steps described below.
Step 1: According to the definition of evidence correlation coefficient in literature [29] , (14) is used to calculate the similarity degree between the evidence source m i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) and m j (j = 1, 2, · · · , N ), and it is denoted as Sim(m i , m j ) = cor(m i , m j ). The similarity matrix S between all evidence sources is constructed and expressed as follows:
Step 2: Calculate the support degree of the evidence m i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ):
Step 3: Calculate the belief degree of the evidence m i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ):
Step 4: The memory factor of the time sequence weight is determined according to the time sequence preference attitude of the decision maker, and then the nonlinear programming model shown in (17) is used to obtain the timing weight vector.
Step 5: Calculate the composite belief degree of time domain evidence based on the evidence belief degree and the time sequence weights, which can be denoted as:
Step 6: Normalize the compound belief degree:
Step 7: The average of all the evidence sources is weighted based on the normalized compound belief degree. The weighted average evidence is denoted as follows:
Step 8: The weighted average evidence WAE_m is combined for N − 1 times using Dempster's combination rule to obtain the final fusion result.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
A target identification system identifies the same target within five consecutive identification periodic cycles. The possible categories of the targets are A, B, and C. Thus, the identification results within the five identification periods can be converted into BPA on the discernment frame = {A, B, C}, as shown in Table 1 . The identification information acquired in each identification periodic cycle can be integrated by the time domain evidence fusion method in this paper. It is supposed that the memory factor is θ = 0.62. The integration process is described below.
(1) The similarity matrix S between each evidence source can be constructed based on the concept of evidence correlation coefficient as follows: In this example, most of the pieces of evidence give a great belief degree to target A. It can be observed that there exists great conflict between m 2 and the other pieces of evidence. Therefore, m 2 is endowed with lower evidence belief degree when the evidence belief degree being calculated. When determining the time domain weight vector, based on the memory factor θ = 0.62, it can be inferred that historical information exerts an obvious influence on the time domain fusion, and the time domain weight vector η = (0.3083, 0.2410, 0.1884, 0.1473, 0.1151) T is consistent with the intuitive analysis. Finally, after taking the weighted average of each evidence source by the compound belief degree, the Dempster combination rule is used to combine it, and the obtained result effectively decreases the influence of the conflicted evidence m 2 .
A comparative analysis was conducted between the integrated results using the other methods and the results achieved under different memory factor conditions and the methods proposed in this paper.
In contrast, it can be observed that the conflict evidence m 2 cannot be effectively handled by using the Dempster combination rule, and the target is identified as C by the final integration result, which is obviously inconsistent with the intuitive analysis. The method proposed in this paper, the Murphy method, and the methods in [21] - [23] can better deal with the conflict evidence and achieve reasonable identification results. As shown in the last four lines of Table 2 , when the memory factor is decreased, the impact of historical information on integration is weakened. The conflict evidence m 2 is acquired in the second identification periodic cycle. Consequently, as the memory factor is reduced, the m 2 influence on the integration result is decreased, the belief degree obtained by the target A is increased, and the relief degree obtained by the target C is decreased. When the memory factor is increased, the impact of historical evidence is strengthened. Consequently, the conflict evidence m 2 influence on the integration result is intensified, the belief degree obtained by the target A is decreased, and the relief degree obtained by the target C is increased.
Compared with the Murphy method and the methods in literatures [21] - [23] , the methods proposed in this paper can better manifest the features of time domain fusion. It can be observed that the belief degree distribution in the integration result correspondingly changes with the memory factor. The influence of the decision-makers' time sequence preferences on the integration results can be better demonstrated by the method in this paper. In the practical information integration, the belief degree of the time domain uncertain information and the influence of information time sequence weights on the fusion results can be combined in the proposed method. In addition, to provide the effective approach for subjective uncertain information participating in information fusion, the comprehensive impact of the objective uncertain information and the subjective attitude of decision-makers can be fully considered.
To show the influence of time factor on evidence combination in time domain, we change the order of five BPAs.
We exchange the position of BPA m2 and m4. Then the five BPAs are obtained as listed in Table 3 . Then we can use the proposed method to combine these BPAs.
The similarity matrix S between each evidence source can be constructed based on the concept of evidence correlation coefficient as follows: We can also use the method proposed in [31] - [34] to combine the new BPA. To make comparison, we present the results in Table 4 . The results obtained by the proposed method with different memory factor are also listed in this table. Comparing Table 4 with Table 2 , we can see that the methods proposed in [31] - [34] obtain the same results after exchanging the BPA order. In other words, these methods cannot reflect the change of BPA order on the fusion result. It is shown that the proposed method obtains different results if the BPA order is changed. Taking a further look on the combination process, we find that the support degree and belief degree of m 2 and m 4 change their position with the change of m 2 and m 4 . If we only concern the BPA itself, the support degree and belief degree of m 2 and m 4 keep unchanged. When the weight of time sequence is considered, we note that the composite belief degree is quite different from the original one. So the final fusion results are different. We can also note that greater memory factor can bring greater change on the final results. This is caused by the relation between memory factor and the influence of old information on the final result. If the memory factor increases, the change of m 2 will cause greater effect on the fusion result. So the exchange of m 2 and m 4 will caused greater change on the final result for greater memory factor.
Above analysis indicates that the proposed method is sensitive to the change of BPA sequence. This is consistent to the dynamic feature of temporal fusion. Moreover, the value of memory factor has influence on the sensitivity.
V. CONCLUSION
Evidence combination in time domain is studied in this paper to address the problem of temporal information. The weight of time sequence is taken into account in the proposed combination method. We optimize the time sequence weight by considering decision makers' reference on time sequence. By this way, decision maker's attitude is involved in temporal fusion. A comparative analysis showed that the conflict information in the time-domain uncertain information can be effectively handled, and decision-makers' different preferences to the time sequence can be obviously reflected in the fusion results. The dynamic features of time domain evidence fusion can be better demonstrated, and objective uncertain information and the subjective attitude of decision-makers can be effectively integrated by using the method proposed in this paper. The sensitivity of the proposed method just reflects the dynamic feature of temporal information fusion.
We must point out that the influence of time factor and decision maker's attitude on the temporal fusion is complex. The finding of this work is only the tip of the iceberg. More efforts need to be done to lift the veil on human-centered temporal information fusion.
